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Temperature and density dependent solute vibrational relaxation
in supercritical fluoroform
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Temperature- and density-dependent vibrational relaxation data for thev6 asymmetric stretch of
W~CO!6 in supercritical fluoroform~trifluoromethane, CHF3! are presented and compared to a
recent theory of solute vibrational relaxation. The theory, which uses thermodynamic and
hydrodynamic conditions of the solvent as input parameters, shows very good agreement in
reproducing the temperature- and density-dependent trends of the experimental data with a
minimum of adjustable parameters. Once a small number of parameters are fixed by fitting the
functional form of the density dependence, there are no adjustable parameters in the calculations of
the temperature dependence. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1389853#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vibrational energy relaxation~VER! in dense media is
dominated by nonradiative decay. The nonradiative rel
ation can have a complicated and intertwined dependenc
temperature and density. For this reason, supercritical fl
~SCFs! are useful solvents for the study of solute VER sin
the temperature and density can be controlled independe
In addition, the temperature and density dependence of
ute VER can serve as a sensitive probe of solute–sol
interactions in supercritical fluids.

VER is caused by dynamic intermolecular interactio
between the solvent and the solute. The dynamic interact
produce fluctuating forces that act on the solute mode
interest. The fluctuating forces are frequently described
terms of the force–force correlation function.1–6 In poly-
atomic molecules, the pathway for VER can involve bo
intra-and intermolecular modes.7–9 For a polyatomic mol-
ecule in which there is a significant density of states of
tramolecular modes at lower frequencies than the relax
mode, the solvent ensures that energy is conserved by
viding a continuum of very low-frequency modes7,8 that
make up for intramolecular energy mismatches. In this c
text, the vibrational lifetime is related to the Fourier tran
form of the force–force correlation function at the frequen
associated with the energy deposition into the bath.8

In this article, we report the temperature dependence
the vibrational relaxation of thev6 asymmetric CO stretching
mode of W~CO!6(1985 cm21) in supercritical fluoroform
~trifluoromethane, CHF3! at the critical density, as well a
improved density dependent data for the same system10,11

The data are compared to a refined version of a recent t
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic ma
fayer@fayerlab.stanford.edu
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retical treatment of VER in SCFs that utilizes thermod
namic and hydrodynamic properties of the solvent as in
parameters.10,12–14The theory has had considerable succ
in describing the density and temperature dependence o
asymmetric CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in, for example,
supercritical ethane.10,14,15 In ethane, at the critical density
the temperature dependence displays an ‘‘inverted’’ regi
As the temperature is increased above the critical temp
ture, the vibrational lifetime,T1 , becomes longer, eventuall
turning over and becoming shorter as the temperature is
creased sufficiently. The theory not only reproduces this
havior nearly quantitatively, but also describes the den
dependence at fixed temperature in several solvents.10,14,15

The theory uses thermodynamic and hydrodynamic prop
ties of the solvents obtained from their equations of state
input parameters. The principal adjustable parameters are
frequency associated with the deposition of energy into
solvent during VER and a scaling parameter that is used
match the theory to the data at one experimental point.
scaling does not influence the functional form of the calc
lated curves.

The theory employs realistic properties of the solve
through inclusion of parameters obtained from the equa
of state. However, it uses a hard sphere solute–solvent d
correlation function to describe the solute–solvent spa
distribution and their interaction. While the theory has be
quite successful, questions remain about the efficacy of
ploying a hard sphere model in part of the calculations.
this article, a more comprehensive version of the theory
compared to the fluoroform data, and, again, good agreem
is found. A small number of parameters are adjusted to fit
density dependence at fixed temperature. With these pa

eters fixed, the temperature dependence is reproduced with
no adjustable parameters. In addition, the relationships be-
il:

9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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tween this theory and other theoretical approaches16,17 are
explicated.

II. THEORY

Following an initial presentation of the basic theoretic
approach,12 the theory has gone through several versions
eliminated small wave vector approximations10,14,18 and
added a quantum correction factor10,15 to enable quantitative
comparisons between VER data in SCFs and theoretical
culations of the functional form of the density and tempe
ture dependence of VER. The theoretical approach was
veloped to enable known macroscopic thermodynamic
hydrodynamic properties of the SCF solvent to be incor
rated into the calculation of the vibrational relaxation. He
the full theory is presented with the inclusion of a tempe
ture dependence of the direct correlation function.

The present approach, like many others, takes Fer
Golden Rule as its starting point.19 If the coupling between
the vibrating oscillator and the bath modes is weak, then
lowest order, the transition rate from one vibrational lev
~m! to another~n! is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule,

kmn~r,T!5
1

\2 E
2`

`

dt eivt^Vmn~ t !Vnm~0!&, ~1!

where kmn is the transition rate,r is the density,T is the
temperature,t is time,\ is Planck’s constant divided by 2p,
and^Vmn(t)Vnm(0)& is the solute–solvent potential autoco
relation function. This expression shows the relationship
the relaxation rate to the fluctuations in the oscillato
solvent coupling potential. For a diatomic,v is the oscillator
frequency. However, for a polyatomic, in which some fra
tion of the energy of the initially excited mode can be tran
ferred to other intramolecular modes,v is the frequency cor-
responding to the energy that is transferred to the b
~solvent!.8 The perturbationV is assumed to be linear in th
solute coordinateq, that is for a diatomic,

V52qF, ~2!

so thatF is the solvent force on the oscillator.7 If one makes
the additional assumption that the oscillator is harmonicq
can be rewritten in terms of raising and lowering operato
and for a transition from the first vibrational excited state
the mode excited by the laser, 1, to the ground state of
mode, 0,

q105A \

2mv0
~3!

where m is the oscillator reduced mass andv0 is the fre-
quency of the oscillator excited by the laser. Equation~1!
with Eqs.~2! and ~3! can be reduced to7

k105T1
215

1

2m\v0
E

2`

`

dt eivt^F~ t !F~0!&qm , ~4!

whereT1 is the vibrational lifetime. Note thatv0 andv are
the same for a diatomic oscillator. However, as mention
earlier, for a polyatomic molecule,v is the Fourier compo-

4690 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 10, 8 September 2001
nent associated with the bath that participates in the rela
ation process, that is,v is the bath frequency responsible for
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energy conservation.8 If the VER involves intramolecular
modes,vÞv0 , and the prefactor will change to reflect th
participation of the intramolecular modes~see later in this
work!.8,20 The qm subscript in the rate expression indicat
that the bracket is a quantum mechanical trace over the
vent modes. As several authors have pointed out,4,7,21–23it is
incorrect to directly replace the quantum mechanical co
lation function with its classical analog. In terms of the cla
sical force–force correlation function,

T1
215

Q

2m\v0
E

2`

`

dt eivt^F~ t !F~0!&cl , ~5!

whereQ is the ‘‘quantum correction factor’’~not necessarily
a simple multiplicative constant!. The nature of the correc
tion factor is a topic of considerable recent interest.4,22,23

Several forms ofQ have been suggested, and they are g
erally functions of temperature and frequency. The form
the correction factor used in the calculations will be d
cussed in detail later.

The calculation of the lifetime is thus reduced to t
problem of calculating the force–force correlation functio
^F(t)F(0)&. In previous presentations of the theory,10,12den-
sity functional theory24,25 was employed to derive expres
sions for the correlation function that involve the thermod
namic parameters of the system.25 In the treatment of
vibrational relaxation in supercritical fluids, the density fun
tional approach permits the use of known density-a
temperature-dependent properties of the solvent in the ca
lation of T1 . The final expression for the relaxation rate
the first excited state is

T1
215

2Q

m\v0

2p

3
kB

2T2E
0

`

dt cos~vt !

3E
0

`

dk k4uC21~k!u2Ŝ1~k,t !, ~6!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant, andk is the wave vector
scalar. The functions in Eq.~6!, as well as the integrals an
functions given later, involve the scalar wave vector beca
the angular integrations have been performed.C21(k) is the
solute–solvent direct correlation function, andŜ1(k,t) is the
dynamic structure factor of the solvent. Thus, the relaxat
rate is related to the solute–solvent interactions through
direct correlation function and the time- and positio
dependent evolution of the solvent through the dynam
structure factor. The prefactor, 1/m\v0 , is only appropriate
for a diatomic in which intramolecular modes do not parti
pate. For the experimental system discussed later, there
unknown multiplicative factor that accounts for the particu
intramolecular mode pathways that are involved in t
relaxation.20

The idea of evaluating the force–force correlation fun
tion through hydrodynamic/thermodynamic functions of t
solvent is not entirely new.16,25Hills was the first to describe
the solute oscillator–solvent coupling potential as a funct
of the solvent’s density fluctuations.16,26 He uses various su

Myers et al.
x-perposition approximations to simplify the multi-particle
density correlation functions7 and obtains the expression
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T1
21}uDi j u2E dk k2V2~k!S1~k,v!, ~7!

where V is the solute–solvent coupling potential andDi j ,
which is temperature and density independent, is some fu
tion of the solute vibrational coordinates. Recently Nemts
et al.17 have employed similar techniques, noting that th
differ from Hills’ work by calculating the force–force corre
lation function, rather than the potential–potential correlat
function @which would be identical in the weak couplin
limit of Eq. ~1!, i.e., Eq.~2!#. Their final result can be rear
ranged to be

T1
21}

1

T E dk k4V2~k!S1~k,v!, ~8!

whereV is again the solute oscillator–solvent interaction p
tential. The theory presented here can be compared to
other expressions by first taking the Fourier transform of
dynamic structure factor in Eq.~6! to obtain

T1
21}QT2E dk k4C21

2 ~k!S1~k,v!. ~9!

Next, for large distances~small k!,24,27

C21~k!→ V~k!

kBT
. ~10!

Therefore, the current hydrodynamic/thermodynamic the
becomes

T1
21}QE dk k4V2~k!S1~k,v!. ~11!

Neglecting constants, the only difference between Eqs.~8!
and ~11! is the 1/T versusQ. One commonly used quantum
correction factor, derived by Bader and Berne4 for the case
of single phonon processes of harmonic oscillators in h
monic baths, yields

Q}
1

T
. ~12!

Using this as the quantum correction factor, the tempera
and density dependence of the theory of Nemtsovet al. @Eq.
~8!# and the long wavelength limit of the current theory wi
the Bader–Berne form ofQ @Eq. ~11! with ~12!# are identi-
cal.

To implement the theory as given in Eq.~6!, explicit
expressions are needed for the various factors. As sh
earlier, the direct correlation function can be related to
solute–solvent potential, and thus to the nature of
k-dependent spatial distribution of the solvent around the
ute. It is k dependent.C21(k) is calculated explicitly using
the binary hard sphere expression28

C21
HS~k!522p~ I 11I 2!. ~13!

The variablesI 1 and I 2 are functions ofR1 and R2 , the
solvent and solute hard sphere diameters, respectively,
r1 andr2 , the solvent and solute number densities, resp
tively. I 1 and I 2 were given previously.10 The hard sphere

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 10, 8 September 2001
expression is temperature independent. However, it is know
that direct correlation functions~and radial distribution func-
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tions! of real fluids do change with temperature,24,27 due in
part to the change in size of the solute and solvent molecu
At all but the shortest distances~largestk values!, the tem-
perature dependence of the direct correlation function is w
approximated by24,27,29–31

C21~k!}
1

kBT
. ~14!

The VER theory is dominated by contributions of the vario
components over a relatively narrow range of largek. From a
reliable closure relationship, the mean spherical approxim
tion, the direct correlation function inr-space goes as 1/kBT
for r .s, wheres is the molecular diameter or, in the cas
of a mixture, the mean between the solvent and so
diameters.24,28 This behavior should be reasonably well sa
isfied atr;s as well.31 Though the Fourier transform is no
a one-to-one mapping, the function’s values at larger domi-
nate the function’s behavior at smallk. As will be discussed
in detail below, the most importantk-range in the VER
theory is between;0.3 and 1.2 Å21. The parameters for the
experimental systems is roughly 5–5.5 Å, depending on
solvent, which translates ink space (k52p/r ) to a value
kmax of ;1.0–1.3 Å21. Thus the theory involves a range wit
k<kmax, which indicates that the temperature dependenc
the direct correlation function should be well approximat
by 1/kBT. To incorporate this temperature dependence wh
still using the detailed expressions for hard spheres@i.e.,
C21

HS(k)#, the temperature-dependent direct correlation fu
tion is written as

C21~k!5C21
HS~k!

kBTref

kBT
. ~15!

Tref is a reference temperature, which will be discussed m
in Sec. III. Equation~15! is only used for a finite range o
temperatures aroundTref , as it will clearly make the direct
correlation function go to 0 in the limit of infiniteT.

The dynamic structure factor,Ŝ1(k,t), plays an integral
role in the theory. Physically, it describes the time-depend
solvent structure. Note thatŜ1(k,t) is a function only of the
solvent properties.Ŝ1(k,t) can be expressed in terms of h
drodynamic functions32 as

Ŝ1~k,t !5Ŝ1~k!F S 12
1

g De2DTk2t1
1

g
cos~cskt!e2Gk2tG .

In using a hydrodynamic model forŜ1(k,t) in the VER
theory, numerical analysis shows that contributions to thk
integral in Eq.~6! from the combination ofuC21(k)u2 and
Ŝ1(k,t) are overwhelmingly dominated by the function
relatively large k, that is, k;1 Å21. As discussed
previously10,14 and demonstrated experimentally33–36 and
theoretically,37–39 for the range ofk of interest for the VER
theory, the terms inŜ1(k,t) describing the acoustic mode
~cos term! do not contribute significantly. The terms descri
ing the diffusive modes, which account for the Rayleigh pe
in light scattering, can be extended to largek using an ex-

40

4691Solute vibrational relaxation in supercritical CHF3
npression developed by Kawasaki.The end result is that
Ŝ1(k,t) can be written as
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Ŝ1~k,t !5Ŝ1~k!F S 12
1

g De2t/t1~k!G , ~16!

where g[Cp /Cv is the ratio of the constant pressure a
constant volume heat capacities and

1

t1~k!
5

kBT

8phj3 F11k2j21S k3j32
1

kj D tan21 ~kj!G .
~17!

h is the viscosity andj is the correlation length of densit
fluctuations. In Eq.~16!, Ŝ1(k) is the equilibrium structure
factor of the solvent, which is approximated by th
Ornstein–Zernike expression,32

Ŝ1~k!5
r1kT /kT

0

11k2j2 , ~18!

where r1 is the number density of the solvent,kT is its
isothermal compressibility, andkT

0 is the isothermal com-
pressibility of the ideal gas.

As indicated before,Q in Eq. ~6! is a quantum correction
factor for which a number of expressions have been s
gested in the past. Most involve a function of the temperat
and the oscillator frequency and apply to simple model s
tems. One form that seems to have fairly wide applicabi
was developed by Egelstaff.41 In recent tests of several co
rection factors on exactly solvable systems22 and on vibra-
tional relaxation in liquid oxygen,23 Egorov and Skinner
showed that the Egelstaff correction performed best ove
To apply this correction, the classical force correlation fun
tion is multiplied by

Q5e\v/2kBT, ~19a!

and the timet in it is replaced by

t→At21~\/2kBT!2. ~19b!

In Eq. ~6!, only the dynamic structure factor component
the force–force correlation function,Ŝ1(k,t), containst, and
the substitution,~19b!, is made in this term. Equation~6! is
evaluated using Eqs.~15!–~19!. The time integral in Eq.~6!,
including the Egelstaff correction factor, is related to
Bessel function and can be performed analytically. T
result is

T1
215

e\v/2kBT

mv0

2p

3
kBTS 12

1

g D E
0

`

uC21~k!u2

3Ŝ1~k!
K1~~\/2kBT!@1/t1

2~k!1v2#1/2!

t1~k!@1/t1
2~k!1v2#1/2 k4 dk,

~20!

whereK1 is a modified Bessel function.42 C21(k) is given in
Eq. ~15!, t1(k) is given in Eq.~17!, andŜ1(k) is given in Eq.
~18!. v is the frequency associated with energy deposit
into the bath,v0 is the frequency of the initially excited
oscillator, andm is the reduced mass of the initially excite
oscillator. Thek integral is performed numerically.

A wide variety of density and temperature-dependent

4692 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 10, 8 September 2001
put parameters are required to implement the theory. The
includer1 , the number density of the solvent;kT , the iso-
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thermal compressibility;j, the correlation length of density
fluctuations;g[Cp /Cv , the ratio of specific heats; andh,
the viscosity. Accurate thermodynamic information is nec
sary to calculate the temperature and density dependenc
VER data. Very accurate equations of state for ethane43,44

and CO2 ~Ref. 44! are available. These equations of sta
were employed in analyzing VER data previously.10,14,15

Fluoroform is not as well studied. However, it is possible
combine information from a number of reliable sources45–47

to obtain the required input information. The input para
eters used below are significantly more accurate than th
employed previously.11

The thermodynamic and hydrodynamic parameters
enter the theory build in a detailed description of the S
solvent. Most of these input parameters vary substanti
with density and temperature. In the near critical region,
variations of the parameters are very large. In comparing
theory with experiment in the next section, the solve
thermodynamic/hydrodynamic parameters feed into the
culations. As discussed later, the zero densityT1 is removed
from the data, and the resulting solvent-induced density-
temperature-dependent lifetimes,T1(r,T), are compared to
the theory. Because the relaxation involves intramolecu
vibrations as well as the bath, the form of the multiplicati
prefactor@given in Eq.~20! for a diatomic# is unknown, the
expression

T1
21}e\v/2kBT

1

T S 12
1

g D E
0

`

uC21
HS~k!u2

3Ŝ1~k!
K1~~\/2kBT!@t1

22~k!1v2#1/2!

t1~k!@t1
22~k!1v2#1/2 k4 dk

~21!

is used for comparing theory and experiment where the
terest is in the functional forms of the density and tempe
ture dependences. The theoretical curves are scaled to m
the data at one particular temperature and density poin~a
reference point!. The solute and solvent hard sphere dia
eters are input parameters, which are based on molec
models, crystal structures, and other means. The results
not highly sensitive to the solute diameter, but are more s
sitive to the solvent diameter. The parameter in Eq.~21! that
has a substantial effect on the functional form of the dens
dependent curve is the frequency,v. Measurements of VER
of the CO asymmetric stretch in the collisionless gas ph
show that there is relatively rapid~;1.2 ns! VER in the
absence of interactions with the solvent.48 The solvent in-
creases the VER rate by opening up additional pathways
VER. Thus, it is reasonable to assume thatvÞv0 . Since the
details of the pathway or pathways for relaxation are
known, the frequencyv is taken to be unknown. It would be
expected to fall within the continuum of the low-frequen
states of the solvent.15,49,50v was determined to be 150 cm21

in ethane by fitting the VER density dependence.10

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Myers et al.
se Figure 1 showsT1(r) measured in fluoroform. Thev6

mode of W~CO!6 undergoes relatively rapid VER in the col-
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lisionless gas phase. Of interest here is the contribution
VER induced by interactions with the solvent. Therefore,
zero densityT1(1.2860.10 ns) is removed from the data,14,48

and the resulting density-dependent lifetimes,T1(r), and
temperature-dependent lifetimes,T1(T), are compared to the
theory. Figure 1~a! is data on the near critical isotherm of 30
K, that is, 2 K aboveTc . @In fluoroform, 2 mol/L is the
lowest density for which W~CO!6 has sufficient solubility to
perform the experiments at 301 K.# The calculated curve
@Eq. ~21!# is scaled to match the data at the critical dens
7.6 M. An accurate value of the hard sphere diameter is
available for fluoroform. A molecular space-filling mod
~Fisher–Hirschfelder–Taylor modeling kit! was used to esti-
mate the fluoroform volume, from which a diameter of 3.
Å was obtained. However, the best agreement with
T1(r,T) at 28 °C is obtained with a diameter of 3.28 Å~10%
smaller than the model value!. This value is used at all othe

FIG. 1. ~A! T1(r) data in supercritical fluoroform on the near critical is
therm ~301 K!, 2 K aboveTc , and the calculated curve, which is scaled
match the data at the critical density, 7.6 mol/L. The theory does a very g
job of reproducing the shape of the data with only a small adjustment in
solvent size from that obtained from a molecular model as a fitting par
eter that affects the shape of the calculated curve. B! T1(r) data taken in
fluoroform at 317 K. The theory curve is calculated withno free parameters;
the theory does an excellent job of reproducing the higher temperature

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 10, 8 September 2001
temperatures. The temperature dependence of the direct c
relation function is taken into account explicitly using Eq.
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to
e
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e

~15! with Tref5301 K ~28 °C!. In previous experiments on
ethane,10,14,15it was found that the optimal value for the ba
frequency,v, is 150 cm21. A distribution of frequencies cen
tered at 150 cm21 gives identical calculated results to tho
obtained using the single frequency.10 For example, if a
Gaussian distribution centered at 150 cm21 with a standard
deviation of 20 cm21 is employed, the calculated curve is th
same as one calculated with the single 150 cm21 frequency.
Thus, the value ofv may represent the center of a distrib
tion rather than a single frequency. Because of the high d
sity of low-frequency intramolecular states,48 it is unlikely
that a single relaxation pathway with a single value ofv is
appropriate. The distribution of relaxation pathways is
flected in the fact that a distribution of bath frequencies c
tered about 150 cm21 is able to fit the data. In fitting the
ethane data,v was the principal adjustable parameter. It h
a major influence on the shape of the calculated curves.10 In
the fluoroform calculations presented here,v is not adjusted,
but is set to 150 cm21. Judging from the quality of the cal
culated curve in Fig. 1~a!, the theory does a remarkably goo
job of reproducing the shape of the data with only a sm
adjustment in solvent size as a fitting parameter that affe
the functional form of the density dependence.

Figure 1~b! shows data taken at 317 K, the higher tem
perature isotherm. The calculated curve~solid line! is ob-
tained using the thermodynamic/hydrodynamic input para
eters for the higher temperature and using the same sca
factor as at 301 K.v5150 cm21, and the fluoroform diam-
eter is 3.28 Å.Therefore, there are no free parameters in t
calculation of the lifetimes along this isotherm. As with the
data taken in ethane, the theory does a very good job
reproducing the density-dependent data.

The variable temperature data along the critical isoch
are displayed in Fig. 2, along with the theoretical calcu
tions. The error bar represents6one standard deviation. Th

d
e
-

ta.

FIG. 2. Vibrational lifetime data and theoretical calculations for the C
asymmetric stretch ofW~CO!6 in supercritical fluoroform at constant densit
(7.6 mol/L (rc)). The error bar denotes6 one standard deviation.The curve
was calculated with no adjustable parameters; two parameters were deter
mined from the fit to the data in figure 1A. All other parameters come fr
temperature dependent properties of the solvent obtained from the litera
The theory quantitatively fits the data over the entire experimental temp
ture range.

4693Solute vibrational relaxation in supercritical CHF3
or-calculated curve uses the same scaling constant, hard sphere
diameter, and bath frequency as the isothermal~Fig. 1! cal-
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culations. Therefore, the theoretical calculations presente
Fig. 2 were performedwithout recourse to adjustable param
eters. The theory does a quantitative job of predicting t
experimental temperature dependence. The fluoroform c
cal isochoric data are more similar to those in carbon diox
than ethane.15 In ethane, an inverted temperature depende
~lifetime becomes longer as the temperature increases a
Tc! was observed, and an inverted region was predicted
the VER theory.15 It appears that there is no significant i
verted region in the fluoroform data, and the theory is c
sistent with the data.

In the comparisons between the data and theoretical
culations previously presented, the calculations were sc
to match the data at one point in Fig. 1~a!. The scaling factor
determines the absolute magnitude of the solvent contr
tion to the relaxation rate. The intramolecular density
states for W~CO!6 at the experimental temperatures and at
energy corresponding to the excited CO stretching mod
;108/cm21.48 Therefore, a vast number of relaxation pat
ways may be involved in determining the value ofT1 . In the
gas phase~no solvent contribution! the decay time is 1.28 ns
Vibrational relaxation is relatively efficient even in the a
sence of the solvent. The role of the solvent is to open
additional paths that are not available in the gas phase.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In previous publications the density-and temperatu
dependentT1 for the v6 mode W~CO!6 in supercritical
ethane and CO2 and preliminary density-dependent data
fluoroform were presented.10,14,15The theory was able to re
produce the density- and temperature-dependent trends
considerable success. In this article, temperature-depen
and improved density-dependentT1 data for thev6 mode
W~CO!6 in supercritical fluoroform were presented. The c
rent detailed studies in supercritical fluoroform were ma
possible by better equations of state for fluoroform.46,47

The relationships between the theory presented here
other theories were discussed. The theory in its general f
contains the direct correlation function and the dynam
structure factor. As expected, numerical analysis of the
sulting equations demonstrated that VER is dominated
largek ~short distance! portions of the various factors. There
fore, a form of the dynamic structure factor appropriate
large k is employed.14 Calculation of the dynamic structur
factor uses temperature- and density-dependent therm
namic and hydrodynamic properties of fluoroform that a
known with reasonable accuracy.45–47The form of the poten-
tial that is employed determines a theoretical expression
C21. To obtain an explicit expression for calculation of th
observables, a hard sphere potential was utilized. For h
spheres, C21 has an analytical form, which was used in t
calculations. An appropriate form of the temperature dep
dence of C21 was used. Excellent agreement was achie
between theory and experiment for the density depende
~Fig. 1! and temperature dependence~Fig. 2! of the solvent-
induced vibrational relaxation using a detailed description
the solvent structural dynamics with known experimen

4694 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 10, 8 September 2001
properties of the solvent. The solvent properties~r1 , the
number density of the solvent,kT , the isothermal compress-
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ibility, j, the correlation length of density fluctuations,g
5Cp /CV , the ratio of specific heats, andh, the viscosity!
are the inputs. A hard sphere description of the solu
solvent spatial distribution and interaction is employed. T
experimental and theoretical results are in very good ag
ment. The broad agreement between theory and experim
that was achieved indicates that the hard sphere descrip
of the solute–solvent interaction is adequate. Solvent den
fluctuations, which become long range near the critical po
are incorporated through the detailed description of the
vent. Such density fluctuations can play a role in VER wi
out enhanced solute–solvent interactions.51–53 The results
show that it is possible to theoretically reproduce the d
without using an attractive solute–solvent potential.54
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